Eco-Friendly Pools & Spas
D
ue to the non-porous finish of our

Fiberglass pools in general act as a natural

pools, fewer chemicals are needed

insulator. Your filter and heater will potentially

because algae is less prone to attach

run dramatically less than equipment on vinyl/

to smoother surfaces. Additionally, less cleaning

gunite pools. Depending on the climate and

will have to be performed using automatic pool

size of the pool, a homeowner can save up to

cleaners saving electricity. When automatic pool

$225.00 per month on their pool maintenance
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with our pools versus other types of pools (vinyl/

pool will be reduced saving additional energy.

gunite). With more and more people concerned
about our environment, our Eco-Friendly pools

As fiberglass pools do not rely on steel

are already the pool of tomorrow. Not only do

panels or steel mesh/rebar for structure, they

our pools use less chemicals and energy, our
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and rust back into the groundwater as a more

they have a liner to replace – thus resulting in

conventional constructed pool would.

less waste in our landfills.

• Save up to $225 per month
• Requires fewer chemicals
• Less waste in our landfills
• No chemicals or rust in ground water
• No re-plastering needed

Viking Pools was selected to participate in
a LEED Platinum certified project called
Eco-Smart of Florida. This cutting edge
green project is 100% eco-friendly and
will contain the 50 top green products and
service companies in the industry. Read more
at www.VikingPools.net and on our blog.

Without leaving the comforts of home

Our pools are
ICC Certified.

Eco-Friendly

Ceramic Composite Pools & Spas
With a Lifetime Warranty

www.VikingPools.net®

(800) VKG-POOL
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With over 70 designs
and countless options
and features, the
design possibilities are
virtually limitless
with a Viking pool.

